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Student A
As the leader of this project, I found that it is very important to have a clear objective
in doing anything. At the beginning of our project, we planned to help the new
arrivals to merge into Hong Kong just as our teacher suggested, but our plan didn’t
work. After the failure, we cooperated with the social services centre and held a more
successful activity about primary students learning English through games.
On the other hand, I also learnt it is very important to have a good plan and everyone
should accept and follow it. Otherwise, it won’t work.

Student B
I was one of the teachers in the activity. After today's activity, I found that teaching
isn't an easy job, we have to consider all students’ need.
Also, when there were some students who don't quite speak, special cares may be
needed individually. Overall, I’ve learnt a lot about classroom management.

Student C
In this program, I learned how to manage my time well. I also learn how to use
limited resources to run a function, like limited money, fixed venue… On the other
hand, I think we can call the participants the day before the function because some
participants didn’t come. Besides, time management is also very important, since
there were also a little overrun.

Student D
I am very satisfied with the activity. Overall, I think this activity surely enhanced our
cooperation and the skill of treating the unexpected situation, as well as learning a lot
about staying with kids. However, I think we can meet the attendants before the
activity in order to achieve a better result.

Student E
For this project, I think it’s difficult for me, since this is my first time to do this type
of project. Before I so it, I didn’t know what I do. However, my teammates helped me
to solve those problems. Finally, we finished it successfully. In my opinion, this
project can improve my knowledge, my communication skills and my thinking.
Therefore, I think that this project is a very great activity!

Student F
I know what the taste of failure is.
During this project, there were some unexpected situations happened. And I think the
worst thing is that we can’t find a social center to let us to do our project. Also we
need to change our plan. Luckily, we’ve done it.
Finally, I want to say THANK YOU to the members in this in this project!

Student G
In this activity, our plan changed due to misjudge on the actual situation. Originally,
our plan was to help the new arrival children to adapt their new life in Hong Kong,
but we couldn’t find the new arrival children, therefore our plan needed to be change.
In the process, I found that we did not do preparation work well. We did not find out
how many new arrival children are in need, we relied on the organization to provide
the new arrival children. Through the process, I learn that research is important for
planning.

Student H
In this programme, I taught the children some new English words which they didn’t
know before. They are suffering from poor learning environment in normal days.
Within this condition, their learning attitude and skill are quite poor. During teaching,
many children didn’t put enough afford or even couldn’t catch up because of those
difficult words. To tackle these problems, some of teacher assistants sat beside them
and give them assistance.
Beside, those children who made a good try and gave out the right answers, we gave

out gifts to encourage them to have a better performance. I learnt how to take care of
the children well. Since the children are quite active, I must keep patient and handle
them carefully.

Student I
For this LED project, I have taught some primary2-primary5 students. Some of them
were shy. Therefore, I needed to think of some special methods to guide them. I have
learnt how to communicate with kids. And also, teamwork is very important for this
project. No teamwork, no success!

